Scott Studio Senior Portraits

8301 Perry Highway, Pittsburgh, PA 15237  (412)630-4620
www.jimscottstudio.com

Portrait Sessions:
Indoor Session - $25.00 (per outfit/10 previews)
A combination of traditional and personality style portraits. This includes headshots, ¾
length, and full body poses. Feel free to bring your favorite props, instruments, sports
gear, etc.

Outdoor Session - $25.00 (one outfit/10 previews)
This is a great session to showcase your natural look with our outdoor scenes.
***Combine both sessions with multiple outfits for the ultimate experience!***

Important:
-The session fee is due the day of your sitting. The session fee is not a deposit.
-A $100.00 deposit is required to pick up your previews. The deposit is applied to your
final order.
-All orders must be placed within two weeks of picking up your previews.

Tips for a perfect Senior Portrait!
Clothing…..
-White or pastel colors are great for our lighter backgrounds.
-Middle tones or dark solids are perfect for formal portraits.
-Avoid large prints or patterns that detract from your face.
-Casual outfits in earth tones are best for outdoor photographs.
-Choose long sleeved shirts or sweaters rather than short sleeved.
Hair…..
-Plan to wear your hair in a style you are comfortable with.
-Avoid new cuts or styles.
-Bring your hairbrush!
Glasses…..
-Have the lenses removed if possible.
Girls…..
-Keep your make-up fresh and natural.

Guys…..
-A fresh shave is a must! Make sure your
beard and mustache are neatly trimmed.
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Portrait Package Specials:
*Yearbook photo is included with each package
*Add extra poses to any package for $10.00 a pose
*All prices include retouching, blemish removal, and limited hair corrections

*The Graduate Special - $495.00 (five poses)
1-16x20, 4-8x10’s, 8-5x7’s, 144-wallets, 8 pose folio along with all previews

*Family Special - $375.00 (four poses)
1-11x14, 4-8x10’s, 8-5x7’s, 120-wallets

*Senior Special - $250.00 (three poses)
1-10x13, 3-8x10’s, 4-5x7’s, 48-wallets

*Basic Package - $175.00 (two poses)
2-8x10’s, 4-5x7’s, 48-wallets

A La Carte Prints:
(May only be ordered in addition to a package)
1-20x24 wall print…….. $250.00
1-16x20 wall print…….. $170.00
1-11x14 wall print…….. $85.00
1-10x13 wall print…….. $55.00

1-8x10……. $30.00
1-5x7…….. $18.00
1-4x5…...… $10.00

96 wallets…$65.00
48 wallets....$40.00
24 wallets....$22.00
8 wallets…. $8.00

-Proofs are $6.00 each
-Name imprints on wallets are $8.00 for each pose

Portfolios:
(You will receive all of your original proofs if you purchase the folio you were given when
you picked up your proofs)
12 pose portfolio…..$100.00 (4 or 5 outfits)
6 pose portfolio……$60.00 (2 outfits)

8 pose portfolio…..$80.00 (3 outfits)
4 pose portfolio…..$50.00 (1 outfit)

-Add 7% sales tax to all prices
-Balance due in full when order is placed
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